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Design History 
 
  

Version 1.00 (11/20/09) 
 

• Laid out all basic groundwork, concepts, and features. 
 

Version 1.01 (11/26/09) 
 

• Changed name of game for good – “The Girl of Your Dreams” 
• Changed formatting size of Heading 3 
• Edited High Concept down, including camera/genre 

 

Version 1.02 (11/29/09) 
 

• Adjusted ‘Feature Detail I – Brutal Combat’, blended game combat system into Feature for more 
concise delivery of concept 

• Adjusted ‘Visual Style’ imagery – dropped key protagonist model 
• Completely removed ‘Attack Probability’ chances to make combat a much simpler affair 
• Edited down entire ‘Feature Highlights’ section for concise measure 
• Added ‘World Renown/Followers’ Feature to Feature Details, merged Storyline/Protagonist 
• Included Visual Indicia of HUD Elements in ‘Visual Style’ Feature Listing 

 

Version 1.03 (11/30/09) 
 

• Added in Feature ‘World Renown/Followers System’ 
 

Version 1.04 (12/01/09) 
 

• Added in ‘Encounters’ breakdown, to indicate flow of combat encounters 
• Included effective ranges on attack types and grab function 

 

Version 1.05 (12/02/09) 
 

• Created Sword/Shield & Spear attack type flowcharts, adjusted damage and effects on attacks 

 

Version 1.06 (12/06/09) 
 

• Edited Finishing Moves section to include specific named moves 
• Flowchart added to Finishing Moves section 
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Version 1.07 (12/07/09) 
 

• Added Finishing Moves descriptors 

 

Version 1.07a (12/08/09) 
 

• Edited flow diagrams to include colour and rearranged them within context of the document 
 

Version 1.08 (12/12/09) 
 

• Added all races and imagery/flowcharts for races and their Gods 
• Added in size comparison diagrams for races and characters 
• Supplemented most sections with diagrams 

 

Version 1.08A (12/14/09 
 

• Updated Front End Interface wireframes, exposition on reasoning behind layout choices 
• Updated Research Index w/ new entries (combat flow/world & race inspirations) 

 

Version 1.09 (12/15/09) 
 

• Added in ‘Beat Chart’ for Level One as a sample of beats in game 

 

Version 1.1 (12/16/09) 
 

• Completed final touchups (technical aspects of Save/Load, etc.) 
• Final Spellcheck 
• Convert to PDF 
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Game Overview 
 

 

High Concept 
 

“It’s a sexual revolution for the ages!” 
 

Sarah Morgan is a sexual revolutionary – or at least she thinks she is.  However, dressing how you 
want and reading Gloria Steinem doesn’t cut it anymore.  In dreams, Sarah takes on the persona of 
Morrigan, Headmistress of Valkyries.  Striking out against the very real encroachment of male dominance 
in the Dreamlands, she must assault the id-focus barriers that stand in her way in a 3rd person, action 
combat adventure.  Only by tearing through faceless masses of male dominance on foot, while enlisting the 
assistance of the native races and Gods may Morrigan amass victories and awake from the endless dream of 
egalitarianism to make it a reality.   
 
 

Philosophy 
 

A Visceral, Immersive Experience 
 

In addition to creating a watermark lead female, a game will be created that offers the player a 
visceral close combat experience to rival those of competition, while using almost no abstract visual 
indicia, such as a GUI, ‘health bars’, and other common game devices.  Immersion in the combat and 
gameplay experience is tantamount, and offering that to the player will take the work of not only creating it 
in a user-controlled fashion, but also in the presentation. 

 

Rediscovering Female ‘Strength’ in Games 
 

While Sarah Morgan may not be the optimum ‘strong woman’ archetype, Morrigan will exemplify 
physical and combative female strength, without pandering to the ‘large breasts/guns = strong woman’ 
trope.  Throughout the storyline, Sarah will begin to find her own strength through her exploits as 
Morrigan, until the point arrives where she no longer requires the nighttime persona of Morrigan to 
recognize herself and her strength as a woman in a real, social and psychological sense.  

 
At the beginning of the story, the character of Sarah Morgan is an inverse reflection of the player 

controlled Morrigan character.  Throughout the game, the gulf of difference will close, until the physical 
strength of Morrigan is reflected in Sarah’s own social and personal strength.  This will be communicated 
without pandering through use of sexuality as a tool to sell any kind of ‘strength’, preferring to utilize true 
inner strength as a show through Sarah, and the physical and combat feats of Morrigan at the same time.  
Rather, the strength will be communicated through both physical and combative force on the part of 
Morrigan, and increasing confidence socially in the story of Sarah. 
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Common Questions 
 
What is the game? 
 

The Girl of Your Dreams is a 3D, 3rd person action game, with heavy focus on close, visceral 
combat, and a visually rich environment filled with new races and gods to meet, and abilities and skills to 
accrue. 
 
What do I control/ Who Am I? 
 

The player will control Morrigan, Headmistress of the Valkyries.  Morrigan’s’ model will be an 
imposingly armed and armoured female warrior, using either a Sword and Shield or a Spear to tear through 
enemy ranks. 
 
What is the premise/story? 
 

The actual story will revolve around the character of Sarah Morgan, who is dreaming the character 
of Morrigan, the player-controlled avatar.  In the mundane world, Sarah is an introverted, quiet girl who has 
yet to realize how to channel her internal strength in a way that is functional in her world.  At night, Sarah 
dreams herself as the persona of Morrigan, and exerts her physical and combat strengths, as a reflective 
proxy for her mundane-world shortcomings.  Throughout the course of the game, Sarah will begin to 
transpose her experiences as Morrigan onto her mundane self, and learn to communicate her social and 
psychological strengths to the world. 
 
How many characters do I control? 
 
 The player will only be responsible for controlling Morrigan in the moment-to-moment situations 
which she moves through. 
  
Where does the game take place? 
 
 The game story takes place in the ‘real/mundane’ world, in the life of Sarah Morgan.  The game 
play and action takes place in the realm of the Dreamlands. 
 
What are the Goals/Objectives of the game? 
 

• LONG TERM:  The player will be challenged to bring introspection and self-worth to the 
key story protagonist, Sarah Morgan.  This goal will be achieved by playing through the 
game entirely, and unraveling the storyline of Sarah by overcoming the challenges set 
before the player avatar of Morrigan. 

 
• SHORT TERM:  Defeating enemies and challenges in more interesting ways as the player 

masters the timing of the attack combinations, and discovers the secrets behind how to 
perform finishing moves, and what button inputs will execute what moves in each combat 
style. 

 
• MOMENT TO MOMENT:  Staying alive, mitigating damage and controlling enemy 

movement on the field utilizing the combat styles, and constantly going forward, 
progressing through the levels. 
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What is the main focus? 
 
 The main focus of the game is to participate in brutal close combat in the Dreamlands to defeat 
enemies that represent sexist and chauvinist tropes in the real world.  As a secondary focus, the player will 
follow the story of Sarah in the real world, and achieve a parallel victory in her social life through their 
actions in the Dreamlands.  This secondary focus will be communicated through use of cut scenes between 
player-controlled, action oriented levels. 
  
What’s different? 
 
 The focus on shifting the paradigm of the role of women in gaming will be a large part of what 
makes The Girl of Your Dreams a successful title.  The combat will have a simple interface, with a great 
deal of depth with which to hook the player to the gameplay.  Throughout, the role of Morrigan, and the 
story of Sarah will be what sets the game apart.  Within the design document is a skeleton of the story to be 
told, which will further be expanded upon once the project has been moved into Phase 1 by internal writing 
teams.  The focus here is to realign player expectations of a not only the genre, but of how sexuality is 
misused in our chosen form of media.  The meta-game of changing perceptions is what will really set The 
Girl of Your Dreams apart from its competitors. 
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Feature Set 
 
 

Feature Highlights 
 

 

I) Brutal Combat 
 

The combat system will be the cornerstone of the title.  Being the Valkyrie Headmistress, 
Morrigan will be adept in the arts of fighting with both sword and shield, and with a spear.  The face 
button utilization will change per style – in Sword/Shield style, the assigned ‘OFFHAND’ button will 
control Shield functions, while in Spear style, the ‘OFFHAND’ button will control the Grab functions.  
As well, a system will be in place to mitigate a series of ‘Finishing Moves’, which will be available to the 
player.  Refer to the Feature Details section for further expansion in regards to the styles and functionality 
of each, in addition to diagrams. 
 

• Sword and Shield  
 
• Spear  
 
• Offhand Button (SHIELD/GRAB functions)  
 
• Finishing Moves 

 
II) World Renown & Followers System 

 
 Throughout her adventures in the Dreamlands, Morrigan’s exploits will gain her the assistance of 
other Dreamlands denizens.  This will be reflected in a system that enables Morrigan to call on the help of 
the gods of any race that she has befriended, through accruing ‘Renown’ with that race.  This system will 
offer Morrigan passive bonuses to combat, healing ability, and other features, to be detailed in the Feature 
Details section.  In addition to this, the Followers of these gods will be responsible for teaching Morrigan 
her combat abilities, and unlocking Finishing Moves. 

 

III) Visual style/HUD Integration 
 

The combat and action portions of the game will maintain a ‘messy cel shaded’ style, similar to 
that of artist Simon Bisley’s painted works.  During ‘Finishing Moves’, the visual style will warp not only 
the characters onscreen, but the world entirely, to reflect a hard, inked outline.  The ink outline will 
‘splash’, depending on the movement of the characters, to a similar effect as that used in the game ‘Street 
Fighter IV’.  As well, the Visual Style will act as a kind of ‘in-world HUD’, which will indicate both player 
and enemy health by displaying the damage on their character models, with the responsibility being on the 
player to discern how close to death their character is by visual cue. 
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IV) Reflective Storyline/Strong female 

protagonist 

 
While the world of the Dreamlands is a physically intimidating (if not violent and lethal) place for 

Morrigan to navigate and survive in, the mundane world is much the same for Sarah in a social sense.  
Introverted and seemingly ‘alone’, Sarah’s story will mirror Morrigan’s struggles, though in the sense of 
the social and mundane.  As Morrigan triumphs over the progressive complications in the Dreamlands, so 
will Sarah overcome the stumbles placed before her in the mundane world.  The storyline of Sarah and her 
existence in the mundane world will be told through cut scenes between levels, and will reflect Morrigan’s 
achievements in the Dreamlands. 

 
While Sarah Morgan may not be the optimum ‘strong woman’ archetype, Morrigan will exemplify 

true female strength, without pandering to the ‘large breasts/guns = strong woman’ trope.  Throughout the 
storyline, Sarah will begin to find her own strength through her exploits as Morrigan, until the point arrives 
where she no longer requires the nighttime persona of Morrigan to recognize herself and her strength as a 
woman. 

 

V) Soundtrack 
 
In keeping with the vision of the title, the soundtrack will be comprised of modern-period heavy 

metal music to accentuate the vicious combat.  While there will be heavy metal ‘ambience’ during most of 
the game, iconic licensed tracks will be used to supplement and accentuate the more intense points of the 
game, including boss battles, cut scenes, and other scripted events.  Whether the player is idling, wading 
into gory combat, or escaping a shuddering hulk of a building as it crashes around their ears, the soundtrack 
will drive them further into the experience. 
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Feature Details 
 
 

I)  Brutal Combat 
 

The combat system will be the cornerstone of the title.  Being the Valkyrie Headmistress, Morrigan 
will be adept in the arts of fighting with both sword and shield, and with a spear.  The face button 
utilization will change per style – in Sword/Shield style, the assigned ‘OFFHAND’ button will control 
Shield functions, while in Spear style, the ‘OFFHAND’ button will control the Grab functions.  As well, a 
system will be in place to execute a series of ‘Finishing Moves’, which will be available to the player.  
Following is a description of the different combat styles, as well as a breakdown of the equation used to 
determine the successful use of a Finishing Move, and how the player performs them. 

 
Combat should also be a highly-stylized affair, similar to the combat animations and style of the Devil 

May Cry series of games.  Big attack animations, sweeping movements, and a tinge of ultra-violence to 
accentuate the combat movements.  In addition to this, Morrigan’s movements should be graceful, and her 
jumping/strikes should also reflect this grace.  No jerky attacks or jumpy movements.   

 

 

Figure 1 - Control Layout 
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Encounters 
 
 Throughout gameplay, Morrigan will encounter a variety of enemies per level.  An average 
combat encounter would work as such –  
 

• Morrigan moving from point A to point B in any given level, all enemies (in camera 
range) are visible, and generally (unless specified in enemy type) attack Morrigan on 
sight 

• Morrigan may either move towards the enemy to engage, or wait for enemy to come to 
her to initiate combat 

• Once within attack range (for Morrigan, ATTACK RANGE is a half-character length 
using the Sword/Shield style (detailed in this section), or one character length while using 
the Spear style (detailed in this section).  Enemy attack ranges are contingent on enemy 
type 

• Whether the enemy attacks first, or Morrigan takes the initiative, a combat encounter will 
end once either Morrigan or all enemies in the encounter are killed from all their ‘hit 
points’ being removed through damage incurred.   

• For sake of this document, consider Morrigan and all monsters to have 100 hit points as a 
baseline, which will be tuned later through game testing 

 
 

Attacking 
  

Basic attacks are performed the with LIGHT and HEAVY ATTACK buttons.  The LIGHT attack 
is performed instantaneously in regards to button press to onscreen feedback.  The HEAVY attack 
animation begins immediately, whereas the physical act is executed .5 sec. after the animation begins, to 
reflect the ‘wind up’ phase of such an attack.  While the player has two weapon options available to them, 
they will also be able to switch between these weapon styles on the fly.  They will be able to swap weapons 
at any point during battle, which will allow them to transition not only weapon styles, but available attacks 
and abilities. 
 

Healing Damage 
 
 Through the combat experience, Morrigan will inevitably take damage from enemy attacks.  As 
outlined later, in the ‘Visual style/HUD integration’ Feature Detail, her current state of health is made 
obvious through visual cues on the character model.  The player will need to maintain a close eye on her 
condition to insure her continued survival throughout the game.   
 
 To make sure Morrigan survives her ordeal through the Dreamlands, she will need to heal damage 
accrued throughout her adventure.  To heal damage, a player only has to stand still, outside of a combat 
encounter situation (i.e. – there are no living enemies aware of Morrigan in combat range), and wait for the 
healing to begin.  Damage healing will begin after 3 seconds of remaining in an idle state.  During this 
healing time, Morrigan will animate through the process of healing her current state.  For instance, if she is 
in the ‘Heavily Damaged’ state (see Feature Detail “Visual Style/HUD integration” for details), she will 
begin to pull her shoulder armour back together, and it will glow as it fuses back to a complete state.  When 
Morrigan transitions from one damage state to the next, the animations will reflect the current state she has 
entered into, and alter accordingly.  Maintaining the current example, from ‘Heavily Damaged’, Morrigan’s 
next Damage state would be ‘Slightly Damaged’.  In this state, Morrigan would focus on her robes being 
pulled back together, and they would knit themselves during this animation, to become whole again. 
 
 The speed at which damage heals will be 7 points of damage healed every second (according to 
the initial testing number set of 100 health/character.  This could be altered to reflect a more percentile 
based system once data tweaking on character health and damage dealt has begun.  We will maintain at 7 
pts./second for current sake of explanation), once the initial 3 seconds has passed. 
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Offhand Button & Grab Range 
 

The Offhand button performs a variation of functions, depending on the weapon style the player 
currently has selected, and what other buttons it is used in conjunction with.   In Spear style, the Grab 
function has a range of a half-character length. 

 
The usage of the Offhand button is instantaneous, from player input to visual feedback.  This is 

important in both weapon systems, as in Sword and Shield it represents a means whereby the player will 
perform attacks, and in Spear style, it initiates all combinations possible through the use of the Grab 
function. 

 

Weapons & Attack Ranges 
 

Sword & Shield  
 
 Sword and Shield revolves primarily around maintaining safe distance from enemies and 
performing defensive maneuvers to help accommodate this goal.  The Attack Range for Sword and Shield 
style is a half-character length.  Inside the Sword & Shield system, the usage of the Offhand button as a 
kind of Shield attack/stun mechanism works to supplement the close-range nature of the system.  In this, it 
helps the player to manage the great amount of enemies that will come within the effective distance of her 
close-range weapon, and keep the amount of targets she has to deal with at a manageable level. 
 

Spear 
 

Spear style is a slower, heavy damage style of combat revolving around combo attacks and all-out 
offense.  The Attack Range for Spear Style is 1 character length.  The base reasoning behind the Grab move 
within the Spear style (a close-range attack move inside of a long-range combat system) revolves primarily 
around the need to mitigate enemies that come too close to Morrigan, and negate the effectiveness of her 
long-range attack style. 
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Sword/Shield style (quicker, more defense-oriented) 
 
While in Sword/Shield style, Morrigan will attack with a Short Sword, and have the added benefit of 

extra defense to mitigate incoming damage through the possession of the shield.  Though limited in attack 
range with this style, Morrigan is more adept at dealing with amassed enemies through the use of the 
OFFHAND button, which will control the various shield functions.   

 
While in Sword/Shield style, all successful incoming attacks suffer a 10% damage penalty, to reflect 

the added protection the shield offers.  In addition to this, any incoming projectile attacks incur an 
additional 25% penalty to hit, to simulate the ability of the shield to deflect these missile attacks outright. 

 
Following is a list of abilities granted the player while utilizing the Sword/Shield style, as well as a 

flow diagram for quick reference. 
 

• Shield Strike – performed by a quick tap (registered in the DOWN state for less than 1 
second) of the OFFHAND button, this attack sweeps 1 character width out to the UPPER 
LEFT of the character, in a 45 degree arc.  If the attack successfully strikes any foes, they 
suffer a 1 second FAZED state, in which their attack and move abilities are disabled.   

 
• Full Defense – performed by holding down (registered in the DOWN state for more than 

1 second) the OFFHAND button, this maneuver provides 90% damage protection from 3 
successful attacks on Morrigan.  While in Full Defense mode, Morrigan will move at 
HALF SPEED.  Any attacks attempted by Morrigan will break the Full Defense state, 
and return her to her normal state. 

 
• Quick Punch – performed by a quick tap of the OFFHAND button immediately 

following (< .5 second window) a Light Attack.  The Quick Punch ability knocks 
Morrigan’s current target back 1 character length. 

 
• Ground Pounder – performed by a quick tap of the OFFHAND button immediately 

following (< .5 second window) a Heavy Attack.  Morrigan strikes down directly on top 
of the current targets’ head with her shield, dropping them to a PRONE state on the 
ground for 1 second duration.  If the enemy is < 50% total health, they remain on the 
ground for 2 seconds. 

 
• Bum Rush – performed by a quick tap (registered in the DOWN state for < 1 second) of 

the OFFHAND button while Morrigan is in the JUMP state.  Morrigan immediately 
slams into the ground (fall speed is multiplied by 3), and smashes her shield into the 
ground, creating a wave of force in a 5 foot radius around her.  Any enemy caught in this 
radius is knocked back outside of the radius and put into a PRONE state on the ground 
for 1 second. 
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Sword/Shield 
Style

Attack

Heavy AttackLight Attack

Offhand Button

Visual feedback –
instant.

Damage dealt –
instant.

Average damage 
~15 pts.

Cooldown –
instant.

Visual feedback –
instant.

Damage dealt - .5 
seconds after 
visual starts.

Average damage 
– 25 pts.

Cooldown - .5 sec.

< 1 sec. 

Shield Strike

45 degree arc to 
FRONT LEFT of 
character, one 
half-character 

length.
Any foes hit 

suffer 1 sec. state 
which disables 
ATTACK and 

MOVE functions
Cooldown – 3 sec.

> 1 sec., HELD 
DOWN

Full Defense

90% damage 
protection from up 

to 3 attacks.  
Move speed @ 
50%.  Character 

attack breaks 
state.

Cooldown – 10 
sec.

< 1 sec., within .5 sec. 
of LIGHT ATTACK

Quick Punch

Current target 
pushed 1 char. 

Length back
Cooldown – 1 sec.

< 1 sec., within .5 sec. 
of HEAVY ATTACK

Ground Pounder

Current target –
falls on ground for 
1 sec. (no attack, 

no move).  If 
enemy health < 

50%, enemy state 
remains for 2 sec.
Cooldown – 1 sec.

< 1 sec., while in 
JUMP state

Bum Rush

Character drops to 
ground (fall speed 
X 3), force wave 1 
character length in 
all directions from 

impact.  All 
enemies in range 
pushed outside 
radius, take 10 

damage.
Cooldown – 5 sec.

All OFFHAND functions are 
performed instantly, if 

performed successfully.  If not 
performed successfully, the 

buttons input will perform their 
standalone function.  For 

example, if a QUICK PUNCH is 
attempted, and the OFFHAND 
button is not pressed within the 
.5 sec. window after a LIGHT 
ATTACK, it will perform the 

function of a SHIELD STRIKE, 
if the SHIELD STRIKE is 

currently not in COOLDOWN 
state.  If the original button 
function is in COOLDOWN 
state, then no input will be 

registered onscreen.

Key

Visual Feedback – duration 
between players’ button press, 

and visual effect onscreen

Damage Dealt – duration between 
players’ button press, and damage 

effect in game world

Average Damage – amount of 
damage done by attack type

Cooldown – duration between 
instances of execution of this 

attack type

 

Figure 2 Sword Shield Attack Style 
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Spear style (slower, more powerful attacks, combo-oriented) 
 
In Spear style, Morrigan will have access to a greater attack range between herself and attackers, while 

also being granted a Grab function through use of the OFFHAND button.  This Grab function will alter 
Morrigan’s attack abilities, as while in a Grab state, the enemy will be susceptible to attacks available to 
Morrigan only during the Grab state.  These functions include abilities to put enemies into a dazed state, 
create spatial control, and set up further attack combinations. 

 
In Spear style, Morrigan is definitely more inclined towards attack combinations, as evidenced by the 

states her attacks leave enemies in.  These combination attacks will be expanded upon as the design 
document is formed, and further decisions are made in regards to scope of the title.  The scope of expansion 
on them is fairly broad, given the states and button combinations available. 

 
Following is the list of input functions while Morrigan has an enemy in the Grab state.  Following each 

of these is a series of available attack actions the player may take if performed within a certain timing 
window.  In addition, a flow diagram has been provided for quick reference. 

 
• Headbutt – performed with OFFHAND button.  Morrigan deals a small amount of 

damage to the enemy (5% total health), and leaves him in a dazed state for 1 second.  If 
timed correctly (.5 sec window), Morrigan may perform a follow up strike, which will 
differentiate based on the attack button pressed immediately after releasing the enemy 
with the Headbutt attack (LIGHT ATTACK will do a Toe Punt kick for 10% damage, 
whereas HEAVY ATTACK will run through with the spear for 25% damage).  ).  The 
HEAVY ATTACK will push the enemy character away 2 character lengths. 

 
• Throw – performed with the JUMP button.  Morrigan throws her enemy 2 character 

widths BEHIND her, where they land for 10% damage.  This damage is increased by 
10% if performed against a solid object, and the thrown enemy will also push other 
enemies 1 character width if it comes into contact with any.  The direction enemies are 
pushed by this attack will be identical to the direction in which the thrown enemy is 
moving. 

 
• Knee Thrust – performed with the LIGHT ATTACK button.  Grabbing the enemy in 

close to herself, Morrigan then thrusts into their midsection with her knee, dealing 10% 
damage, and knocking the enemy down in front of her.  From the Knee Thrust, Morrigan 
is capable of following up with either a Jaw Thrust (up to 2 consecutive) or Gut Thrust 
using the LIGHT and HEAVY attack buttons, respectively.  The Jaw Thrusts will deal 
10% damage for the first, and an additional 15% for the second, if successful (<.5 sec. 
window), and leave the enemy on the ground 2 character lengths away.  The Gut Thrust 
deals 15% damage and leaves the enemy character 2 character lengths in front of 
Morrigan after a successful completion. 

 
• High Kick – performed with the HEAVY ATTACK button.  With a quick push, 

Morrigan creates a small gap (1/2 character length) between herself and the enemy, and 
executes a crushing high kick to the face, dealing 15% damage and crumpling them on 
the spot.  The High Kick may be followed by a Low Sweep or Crushing Knockback, 
executed by either the LIGHT ATTACK or HEAVY ATTACK buttons, respectively.  
The Low Sweep deals an additional 10% damage, and turns Morrigan around 180 
degrees.  The Crushing Knockback deals an additional 15% damage, and knocks the 
enemy character back 4 character lengths, dealing an additional 10% if performed against 
a solid object or another enemy character.  If performed against any enemy characters, all 
characters hit by the flying enemy are dealt 5% damage, and knocked back 1 character 
length. 
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Spear Style Attack

Heavy AttackLight Attack

Visual feedback –
instant.

Damage dealt -
.5 sec.

Average damage
30 points.

Cooldown -
.75 sec.

Visual feedback –
instant.

Damage dealt –
.25 sec.

Average damage 
20 points.

Cooldown –
instant.

Offhand Button –
GRAB state

OFFHANDJUMP LIGHT 
ATTACK

HEAVY 
ATTACK

Throw Headbutt Knee Thrust High Kick

LIGHT 
ATTACK

HEAVY 
ATTACK

LIGHT 
ATTACK

HEAVY 
ATTACK

LIGHT 
ATTACK

HEAVY 
ATTACK

Toe Punt Run Through Jaw Thrust Gut Thrust Low Sweep Crushing 
Knockback

Visual feedback –
instant.

Damage dealt - .5 
sec.

Average damage 
10, +10 if throw 

against solid 
object 

(environment, 
other enemy).  

Enemy moved 2 
char. lengths 

away, any 
enemies hit are 
moved 1 char. 

length.  Enemies 
are thrown 

BEHIND Morrigan.

Key

Visual Feedback – duration 
between players’ button press, 

and visual effect onscreen

Damage Dealt – duration between 
players’ button press, and damage 

effect in game world

Average Damage – amount of 
damage done by attack type

Cooldown – duration between 
instances of execution of this 

attack type

Visual feedback –
Instant.

Damage dealt –
Instant.

Average damage
5

Cooldown –
Instant

Visual feedback –
Instant.

Damage Dealt –
.25 sec.

Average damage
10

Cooldown –
Instant

Visual feedback –
Instant.

Damage Dealt –
.25 sec.

Average damage
15

Cooldown –
.5 sec.

Visual Feedback –
Instant.
Effect –

Places enemy in ‘GRAB’ state.  
This effects Morrigan’s current 

target, and has effect within .5 of a 
character length.  This may be 

performed at any point, including 
during an enemy knockback 

animation.
Cooldown –

Instant.

Visual feedback –
Instant.

Damage dealt –
.5 sec.

Average damage
10

Cooldown –
2 sec.

Visual feedback –
Instant

Damage dealt –
.5 sec.

Average damage
25

Cooldown –
10 sec.

EFFECT –
Enemy knockback 

2 char. lengths.

Visual feedback –
Instant

Damage dealt –
.25

Average damage -
10/15

Cooldown –
Special.  Attack 

may be performed 
twice within .5 sec. 

window.  
Cooldown then = 

10 sec.

Visual feedback –
Instant

Damage dealt –
.5

Average damage
20

Cooldown –
5 sec.

EFFECT –
Enemy knockback 

2 char. lengths.

Visual feedback –
Instant

Damage dealt –
.25

Average damage
10

Cooldown –
1 sec.

EFFECT –
Morrigan turned 
180 degrees on 

the spot

Visual feedback –
Instant

Damage dealt –
.50

Average damage
15/25

Cooldown –
10 sec.

EFFECT – Enemy 
knockback 4 char. 

lengths, 25 
damage if 

performed against 
solid object.  

Enemies hit = 5 
dmg., 1 char. 

length knockback

 
Figure 3 Spear Attack Style 
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• Finishing Moves 
 
Given the brutality of the combat, a system to ‘Finish’ enemies in graphic detail is an essential.  The 

system to deliver this feedback will work on the following equation, which will be hidden from the player.  
The Finishing Moves system will be a completely hidden equation, for the player to find out for 
themselves, which will encourage further play to attempt to discern how they are performed. 

 
When a Finishing Move is executed, one will be chosen at random from the 2 per input assigned by the 

game itself.  For instance, if a player fulfilled the criteria of the equation, and was in Sword/Shield style, 
and was in the ‘Jumping’ state, there would be a 50% chance of either the ‘Skull Crusher’ or the ‘Torso 
Splitter’ move to be executed. 

 
Following is the Finishing Move Requirement equation, descriptors of each Finishing move, and a 

flow diagram for quick reference. 

 

Finishing Move Requirement Equation  
 

• At least 3 enemies defeated in a ‘chain’, where a chain is a window encompassing 2 
seconds between kills 

 
• Enemy health total must be less than 20% of their total health, indicated by the enemy 

being in their ‘worst’ visual state 
 

• 50% base chance, + 10% per enemy killed after the first 3 (a Finisher will eventually 
happen, basically, once a player has unlocked them through Feature II, ‘World Renown 
& Followers’ 

 
• Finishing move only executed on successful HEAVY ATTACK (attack deals damage to 

the foe) 
 
• Animation/finishing move contingent on current Weapon Style, and current player state 

(STANDING, JUMPING, MOVING, GRAB STATE) 
 
Upon completion of a Finishing Move, the counter is reset, and all enemies within 5 feet of the 

player suffer a 10% penalty to current health for witnessing the act.  This damage will be indicated by a 
‘blast radius’ animation that emanates from the Finishing Move, which ‘splashes’ the inky visual style on 
the enemies (please refer to Feature Detail III “ Visual Style/HUD Integration” for how this works). 
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• Finishing Moves (Names and Descriptors) 
 
Following are the names of each finishing move, and a quick descriptor of the animations required for 
these moves.  In addition, a flowchart has been added to add a quick reference regarding requirements, 
and what character state these animations are performed from.  These descriptors are high-level 
descriptions, to be furthered upon by the art department during inception (regarding minute animations 
and execution). 
 
Keep in mind, when a Finishing Move is executed, it kills the enemy outright – these is no damage 
registered for these moves, as they act as a coup de gras that leaves the enemy dead, without a chance 
of damage mitigation. 
 
Sword/Shield Style 
  
Decapitate – from a standing state, Morrigan slips her shield up her arm, and grabs hold of her targets’ 
arm at the wrist, jerking them in close.  At the same time, she brings her short sword up in front of her, 
and levels it horizontally, thrusting it forward and to the right in a quick arc, decapitating her foe, and 
then spinning the body by releasing the wrist. 
 
Hip Shatter –from a standing state, Morrigan runs through the shoulder of her target, and braces her 
shield low against her shoulder.  In one motion, she pulls her pinned enemy close by the shoulder, and 
smashes her shield into the enemies’ torso, smashing them into the ground, and whipping her sword 
free. 
 
Skull Crusher – while in mid-jump, Morrigan lets her shield go overtop of the head of her target.  She 
then brings her knees in close to her chest and thrusts them down again instantly, inside her shield, 
crumpling her target to the ground below her, and recovering her shield in one motion. 
 
Torso Splitter – while in mid-jump, Morrigan lowers her shield parallel to the ground, while arcing her 
short sword vertically to the ground.  She then drops and spins in a 180 degree arc, spinning her sword 
through the torso of her target, and ending with her sword pointed at the ground, and her shield 
horizontal, but overtop of her body as opposed to underneath, between herself and the ground.   
 
Chest Buster – while in a moving state, Morrigan flicks her short sword at her enemy’s weapon, 
knocking it free from their hand.  Distressed, the enemy scrambles for their weapon, while Morrigan 
plants her heel and launches herself shield-first into their exposed chest, knocking them back with a 
spray of blood from their mouth as they hit the ground. 
 
Legless – while in a moving state, Morrigan charges her target and drops to the ground, sliding on her 
hip.  While doing this, she lashes out with her short sword, completely shearing the legs from her 
target, leaving them cut in half on the ground behind her as she jumps to standing. 
 
Spear Style 
 
Armless – from a standing state, Morrigan braces her legs perpendicular to her target and starts 
spinning her spear under her arms and around her back (reference popular kung fu movies for 
animation here).  During this, the blade of the spear cuts both arms from her target.  This animation 
should be extremely (re: blender) quick, and leave the player in a state of ‘what just happened here??? 
 
Stomach Churner – from a standing state, Morrigan drops to one knee, and swings her spear over her 
head in a single arc with one hand.  When the spear comes back parallel to her shoulders on the 
opposite side of where the swing started, she should grab it with her other hand as well, and slice 
quickly through the targets’ stomach, knocking them back in a spray of blood, and slamming them into 
the ground. 
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Pig Roast – from a jumping state, Morrigan coils her right arm back like a spring, and points her other 
hand directly down at the top of her targets’ head.  With a quick motion, she throws the spear straight 
down between the targets’ shoulder blades, pinning them to the ground.  On her descent, Morrigan 
plants her feet on the back of the target, grabbing her spear again and wrenching it free as the target 
falls to the ground. 
 
Cross Edge – from a jumping state, Morrigan curls her body into a ball and spins herself quickly 
towards her target, hitting them with the blade of the spear with each rotation.  When she is within a 
quarter-character length of the ground, she uncoils, dropping to her feet, spear at the ready, while the 
foe stands still and suddenly erupts into a geyser of blood, dropping to the ground. 
 
Tripping Pin – from a moving state, Morrigan charges her target and swings her spear behind their 
legs, tripping them from behind.  On their descent, Morrigan swings her spear back down towards the 
target, pinning them even before they reach the ground.  On impact, the screen shakes heavily, and 
Morrigan removes her spear with gout of blood. 
 
Jaw Vault – from a moving state, Morrigan plants the butt of her spear into the ground and launches 
herself heel-first into the jaw of her target.  The hit launches them into the air, at which point Morrigan 
hauls her spear behind her back and baseball-bat strikes them out of the air where they explode into an 
inky mess. 
 
Head Smasher – from a grab state, Morrigan plants her spear in the ground and grabs the enemy by 
the front of their armour/shirt/collarbones with both hands.  Lining them up, she cranes her head back 
while pushing them away.  In the next instance, she rockets both the target and her helmeted head 
towards one another, shattering the skull of the target.  Dropping the foe, she sweeps her spear back 
into her hands with on quick motion. 
 
Spear Throw – from a grab state, Morrigan holds her target at arms-length with her left hand, and 
brings her spear underhand with the other, running the foe through.  She then grabs the spear with both 
hands while turning slightly, and then using momentum from the turn, she hefts the spear and swings it 
in an arc over her head, slamming the target into the ground, pulling out her spear in a fountain of 
blood. 
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Finishing Move

Min. 3 
enemies 
defeated 
within 2 

sec. of one 
another

Target 
health < 

20%, 
indicated by 

‘worst’ 
visual state

50% base 
chance, 

+10% per 
enemy 

killed past 
first 3

HEAVY 
attack 

performed

Target killed.  All enemies within 1 character length hit 
with ‘ink blast’ effect from target death, and suffer 10 

points damage.

Standing Jumping Moving

Sword & Shield 
Style

Standing Jumping Moving Grab State

Spear Style

Decapitate

Hip Shatter

Skull Crusher

Torso Splitter

Chest Buster

Legless

Armless

Stomach Churner

Pig Roast

Cross Edge

Tripping Pin

Jaw Vault

Head Smasher

Spear Throw
 

Figure 4 Finishin ove Flowchart g M
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II) World Renown & Followers System 
 
 

Scattered throughout the Dreamlands are many different races, with and without name.  Many are 
deadly enemies, but many just want to live in peace.  Those that want peace and quiet will be grateful to 
Morrigan for removing further threats from the Dreamlands, and will reward her for her acts.  While 
traveling from level to level, Morrigan will encounter some of these races, and have the opportunity to help 
them by destroying the enemies that have taken over their places in the Dreamlands. 
 
 While in a level, if Morrigan can locate the Peaceful Race that is hiding in that level, she will be 
charged by the Peaceful Race with destroying all the threats to them in the area.  If successful, Morrigan 
will gain the abilities given by that race and its gods.  Following is a list of the Peaceful Races of the 
Dreamlands, and the gods they follow, plus the abilities and skills that they impart on Morrigan. 
 

Race God Granted Ability 
 

Cats Bubastis Quick Punch 
Zoogs Nyarlathotep Headbutt 
Ghouls Mordiggian Full Defense 
Gugs Nameless Mist Throw 

Moonbeasts Crawling Chaos Ground Pounder 
Nightgaunts Haunter of the Dark Knee Thrust 

Humans Hastur Bum Rush 
Men of Yib Bokrug High Kick 

 
 In addition to the granted ability, each God bestows their sigil on Morrigan.  The sigil is selectable 
through the game pause menu, and is also indicated as equipped on Morrigan via the sigil not only 
appearing on her cape, but in a coloured aura that emanates and trails from the cape as well.  Following is a 
table detailing the God, the colour, and the aura title.  In addition, a quick reference flow diagram has been 
provided for a complete outline. 
 

God Colour Granted Bonus 
 

Bubastis Silver Evade Harm 
Nyarlathotep Black Critical Seeker 
Mordiggian Red Consume 

Nameless Mist White Fleetfoot 
Crawling Chaos Orange Dominate 

Haunter of the Dark Blue Awaken 
Hastur Yellow Influence 
Bokrug Green Crushing Strikes 

 
A description of each race, in addition to diagrams and a sizing chart are all detailed extensively in the 

‘Game Characters’ section, further in the design document.
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Aur
• Evade Harm – damage done by enemies is negated by 10%.  This is done on the player side, 

• 

 
• Dom 15% chance that any enemy w  character lengths will t ters 

instead of Morrigan when struck in combat. 
 

• Awa % chance that enemies close enough to a Finishing Move to inc are instead 
dest letely. 
 

• In mies within 10 chara mmediately at the p  
c  their usual comb
 

• C s – all Heavy Attack dam sed by 5 points. 
 

 

a Effects 
 

where damage taken is reduced, as opposed  to the enemy side, where damage output remains the 
same. 
 

• Critical Seeker – Finishing Move probability is raised by an additional 20% baseline.  This 20% is 
added to the basic chance, prior to any other modifiers. 

 
Consume – Morrigan regains health 1.5x faster if resting by fallen foes.  This ability takes place 
during normal healing time. 

 
• Fleetfoot – Morrigan’s’ base move speed is doubled. 

inate – ithin 2 arget enemy charac

ken – 20 ur damage 
royed comp

fluence – ene cter lengths rush i layer to engage in
ombat, ignoring at habits. 

rushing Strike age is increa

 
Auras are selected through the Pause menu, and once equipped take effect immediately and

indefinitely until a new aura is selected, or the player dies and is resurrected at their most recent 
checkpoint.
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Follower 
RaceGod Ability Bonus

Bubastis Cats Quick Punch

Nyarlathotep

Mordiggian

Nameless Mist

Crawling 
Chaos

Haunter of the 
Dark

Hastur

Bokrug

Headbutt

Full Defense

Throw

Ground 
Pounder

Knee Thrust

Bum Rush

High Kick

Zoogs

Ghouls

Gugs

Moonbeasts

Nightgaunts

Humans
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Awaken

Influence

Crushing 
Strikes

 
Figure 5 God/Race/Rewards Flowchart 
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III) Visual Style/HUD Integration 
 
 The visual style of the game will communicate strong, hard lines, and well-defined edges, while 
maintaining a marginally cel-shaded aesthetic.  Provided is an example of a concept of the protagonists’ 
visual presentation, as well as the primary art style, and the special effects use during the ‘Finishing 
Moves’.  During story cut scenes, visuals will be more realistic, to separate the mundane from the fantastic 
in terms of setting differentiation.  Following is a diagram to help define the Visual style, the character 
model for Morrigan, and the artistic style used during Finishing Moves. 
 

 
Figure 6 Visual Cue/Style Diagram 

 
In reference to the above image, the character of Morrigan will be modeled after the image in the 

Armour Model section.  The enti ced in the Visual Style section, 
while during Finishing moves, th ced in the Effects Style section.  
During this time, the edges will run and splash like ink. 

 
In addition to visual appeal, this system will also supplant the need for an onscreen HUD 

regarding health, and current God/Follower skill equipped.  Morrigan’s armour will be an indicator for the 
player to watch to keep track of her health, while an insignia on her cape, in addition to cape colour, will 
indicate what Follower ability she current has equipped. 

 
  

re game will utilize the artistic style referen
e world will adopt the outline style referen
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 As – 

injured, f their 
roximity to

 evidenced in the following chart and diagram, Morrigan will have 4 ‘states’ of being 
Slightly/Heavily/Critically Damaged.  Each will have a visual cue to warn the player oUn

p  death. 
 

Damage State Visual Cue 
 

Uninjured N/A – Standard State 
Slightly Damaged Robes tattered and torn 
Heavily Damaged Shoulder armour splintering and broken 
Critical Damage Helmet broken, skin flashing red 

 
 These states will be relevant to amount of damage incurred by the player, where the player’s base 
amount of health is 100 points. 
 
 Uninjured – 0-10 points damage taken 
 Slightly Damaged – 11-50 points damage taken 
 Heavily Damaged – 51-75 points damage taken 
 Critical Damage – 76-99 points damage taken 
 

 
Figure 7 Damage Model Diagram Example 

 

• Integration with Enemy Status 
 

In addition to maintaining g Morrigan’s health total is, the 
integration will also give an idea as  progressed.  Enemy status will be 
indicated y 4 states; Unhurt, Damaged, Severe, and Worst.  These states will be reflected by the enemy 
visual st

 

 the players’ ability to tell how far alon
 to how far along the enemy status has

 b
ate on a per-character basis.  For example, a standard human enemy would be in their uninjured 

state, then progress to a piece of armour being knocked off, then bleeding from cuts on their face, and 
finally missing their helmet and bleeding heavily. 
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protagonist 
 
Morrigan be exemplified through the following de  note that the 

evices used are directly tied to the gameplay, to further bring the player inside an experience that is 
uniquely suited to th

 
resence.  The avatar of M ith 

oulders, a chiseled jaw and a 
• Combat prowess.  As Headmistress of Valkyries, Morrigan will be an 

, and the Valkyrie spear.  In addition to this, she utilizes her whole body 
while fighting, as will be evidenced by her specialized combat abilities, 

ent weapon style.  This will be further outlined in the 
 section. 

arah’s ughout the duration of the game, and be 
ompletely highlighted via cut scenes between levels.  Sarah will be a non-playable aspect of the game, set 

only as a story piece to mirror the players’ combat prowess in a more mundane setting.  

 
 Throughout the game, this story will be told through usage of cut scenes, and by using the parallel 
of Morrigan’s situation against Sarah’s in the mundane world.   

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV) Reflective Storyline/Strong female 

’s’ strength will vices.  Please
d

e medium. 

• Physical p orrigan will be represented by a model w
broad sh hard stare.   

exceptionally capable combatant, versed strongly in the use of both sword and 
shield

contingent on her curr
Feature Details: Brutal Combat

 
S own social and personal strengths will grow thro
c
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V) Soundtrack 

nal 
arge 

‘full metal’ feel to the game is important, so it is integral to secure at least 
some of the following artists, and more as suggested by members of the team once the project is executed. 

 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• The Sisters of Mercy 

erience, during combat situations such as 
sub-boss/boss battles, key songs will be played, and th  original tracks will be altered to reflect, 

ationally, what is happening during the combat.  F nstance, if the player is performing exceptionally 
ell against a boss character, the music could begin to take on a more ‘foreground’ feel in the scene, 
hereas if the player is being trounced, the music could take a deeper swelling tone, pulling it more into the 
ackground, and reminding the player of the dire situation with this audio cue.   

 
Thought not an overarching feature througho e game, this will be integral during key moments 

such as the boss battles to help enhance the situationa nxiety. 
 

  

 
To supplement the visceral feel of combat, a suitable soundtrack will be required.  While inter

sound design will be used for ambience and general front-end music, a licensed soundtrack will be a l
draw to the title.  Maintaining a 

3 Inches of Blood 
• Genitorturers 

Guns n’ Roses 
Hanzel und Gretyl 
Iron Maiden 
KMFDM 
Lords of Acid 

• Ministry 
• Pig 
• Queens of the Stone Age 
• Sister Machine Gun 

 
To further include the soundtrack into the gameplay exp

e
or isitu

w
w
b

ut th
l a
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Gameplay Details 
 
 

Movement & Navigation 
 

Movement Controls 

 
Figure 8 Character Control Diagram 

 
 

Actual movement of the character will be handled by use of the analog stick.  Movement will be a 
walk-run affair, where the further from centre the analog stick moves, the faster the character will move. 
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The player can use jumping for moving, transportation over spaces they are unable to travel by 

ot, and setting up certain attack types.  Jumps are performed with the JUMP button, mapped originally to 
p a character-length in height and distance. 

Jumping 

fo
the “A” button. A single jump allows the player to jum

 
Figure 9 Character Jumping Diagram 
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Combat System 
 
 This section has been completely outlined in the ‘Brutal Combat’ Feature Detail I. 
 
 
 

Game Modes 
 
 

Single Player Game 
  
 The single player experience will hinge primarily on the mechanics of moving through the 
environment into combat situations comprised of smaller groups of enemies.  Using two different weapon 
styles, the player will have options open to them in how they dispatch their enemies, and defend themselves 
from incoming attacks.  The two styles will vary enough to offer the player a different experience 
throughout the game. 
 
 

Gameplay Walkthrough 
 

Overview 
 
• Game starts with Morrigan waking in her temple.  She dons full valkyrie armour, taking up her 

weapons and leaving her temple into the outside world (in this act, Morrigan will outline how her 
armour is an indicator of her current state, allowing the player to understand the use of the armour as a 
HUD replacement for a health bar). 

• Morrigan voices that she feels balance needs to be resolved in more than just her world, and to do this 
she has to take up her combat ability and go forth 

• The camera pans over the world – old temples, rolling green fields, and vast mountain ranges.  A world 
of dreams and nightmares, this is Morrigan’s’ home.  The camera pans back from the world, and 
behind our heroine.  Control is now relinquished to the player 
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eat ChartB  
’ outlines how the beats of the game will fall in the first level of the 

ame.  This should be used as a measure of how the beats will fall throughout the experience.  The red 
cato een indicators 

isplay moments of discovery and ‘reward excitement’ for the player.  By interspersing rewards subtly into 
e situations, the beats remain consistent, though the drive behind them alters to suit the ‘excitement type’.  
 this, we allow for fully measured beats throughout the game, but mix up the reasoning behind them, 

which allows the player experience t ing in one way or another. 
 

  
 The following ‘Beat Chart
g
indi rs display moments of conflict and ‘action excitement’ for the player, whereas the gr
d
th
In

o be varied, while remaining reward

 
Figure 10 Level One Beat Chart 

 

Hours of Gameplay 
 
 The game will be organized to be played out over the course of around 10 hours. 
 

Victory Conditions 
 
 The player wins the game once they have solved all the ‘boss’ encounters laid out for them in the 
course of the game.
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Camera 
 

 

Overview 
 

The camera will be a ball-and-chain, 3rd person affair, with minimal player interaction.  In addition 
to this, the camera will support a shaded-clipping mode, where it will always display the protagonist, ev
if placed behind barriers. 

en 

 

 
Figure 11 Camera Perspective Diagram 

 
 

Ball and Chain Cam 
 
 While the camera will remain game-controlled for the most part, the player will have limited 
controllability options.  During ‘down time’ periods where there is no combat situations imminent, the 
player will be able to use the camera nt, and view the protagonist model.  

er, this controllability is only limited to situations in which there is no enemy presence.  This will be 
ommunicated to the player th he screen that flashes 

when attempted. 

 to view the surrounding environme
Howev
c rough an indicative icon in the top right hand corner of t
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inishing Move CineF matic Cam 
 

During ‘Finishing Moves’, the cam completely from the ‘game view’, and 
ematic effect to fully immerse the player in their actions.  This effect will be used to 

sual and stylistic change in the games’ atmosphere during these moves as well. 

tlines on the characters will be greatly enhanced and go as far as to ‘drip’ and 
‘splash’ onto other characters, and the environments around them.   

 

era will remove itself 
focus on a more cin
supplement the vi

 
In this view, not only will the angle of the camera alter to allow a better view of the cinematic 

action that takes place during a Finishing Move, but the visual style of the game will also alter, to reflect 
the brutality of what is going on during these moments.  As stated in the ‘Visual Style/HUD Integration’ 
Feature Detail, the inky ou

 
Figure 12 Finishing Camera Diagram 
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nts and Death Saving, Loading, Checkpoi
 
 

Saving & Loading 
 

Checkpoint system

The act of saving the game will be handled in two ways – through both manual and autosaves.  
The ability to manually save and manually load will be available to the player at any time through the 
Pause menu.  In addition to this, the system will create an autosave every 3 minutes, overwriting the 
previous autosave in the batch.  This will also be the autosave assigned to the ‘Continue’ function at the 
Title Screen, when the player first starts the game. 

 

 
 
 During the course of a level, there will be several checkpoints, based on player goal progress as 
opposed to amount of the level traveled.  In this, the checkpoint system will be largely based on the beats of 
the level (please see ‘Beat Chart’ section later in the document for further explanation of this concept), and 
generally, at the start point of a beat.   
 

Player Death 
 
 In the event that the players’ health is reduced to zero, they have ‘died’.  In this case, the player 
will be offered the option to ‘Continue’, or ‘Quit Game’.  If the player chooses to Continue, they will then 
be offered the chance to Continue from Last Autosave, or Continue from Last Manual Save.  If the player 
chooses to Quit, they will be asked ‘Are You Sure?’, and offered the Yes/No option.  If they player does 
choose Yes, they will be asked if they would like to Save their progress, and the same ‘Are You Sure?’ will 
appear if they choose to not save their progress.   
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Game Characters 
 

Protagonists 
 

Morrigan 
 

 
Figure 13 Morrigan, Headmistress of Valkyries 

 
Headmistress of the Valkyries, and a vicious combatant.  Brought to existence by the longing of 

Sarah Morgan for an outlet through which to find her own personal strength.  Morrigan reflects all the 
things Sarah believes herself to be lacking, and in a very id-focused (re: male-centric) way.  Physically 
strong and imposing, well built, and physically ‘beautiful’, Morrigan is everything Sarah thinks she wants 
to be. 
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Sarah Morgan 

 

 
Figure 14 Sarah Morgan 

 
Our storyline protagonist, Sarah is 26 years old, quiet, and keeps to herself.  Sarah works as an 

assistant at a law office, where she is unhappy with not just her position as an employee, but by the way she 
is treated as a second class citizen by the largely male-dominated staff and partners she works with and is 
employed by.  However, the bills need to be paid, and she makes good money, so she keeps quiet, and does 
her job. 

 
Through the story, the player will watch Sarah grow through cut scenes that are presented after she 

lives out the adventures she has in the Dreamlands as Morrigan.  Though Morrigan will be a literal, 
physically combative figure, Sarah will get from these nighttime events the ability to ‘fight’ through her 
own daily battles, and eventually move away from the life she has built around herself, and into something 
that she finds more gratifying and suited to her. 

 
Peaceful Races 
 
 Being Morrigan’s p es, the Peaceful Races of 
the Dreamlands are important to know.  Following is a list of the races, their descriptions, and some visual 
diagram g 

rimary means of obtaining skills, abilities and bonus

s to assist.  As well, the gods they follow are included, to allow greater range of imagination durin
the design process. 
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Cats 
 

 
 
 The Cats of the Dreamlands come from all places in the universe, and reside in the Dreamlands at 
night, and when they die in the mundane world.  Cats are able to communicate with other Dreamers 
through telepathy, but often keep to themselves unless they need something specific that they cannot obtain 
themselves.  Cats follow the goddess Bubastis, who was also known to man in the mundane world in the 
Egyptian pantheon of gods as the patron deity of felines. 
 

Zoogs 
 

 
 
 Zoogs are a race of large rodents, about the size of a house cat.  They have a small beard of 
tentacles, and they communicate to one .  They are extremely friendly, and 

nafraid of humans, and most other creatures of the Dreamlands.  However, their size and demeanor often 
akes th e 

 

another in whistles and coos
u
m em the target of predators in the Dreamlands, which facilitates their small stature well – they mak
their homes inside trees, and shallow underground warrens.  The Zoogs worship Nyarlathotep, who 
primarily resides in the Dreamlands. 
 

Ghouls 

 
 
 Often misunderstood, due to their dietary preference of dead flesh, Ghouls enter the Dreamlands 
through a series of trials and tests endured in the mundane world.  Peaceful, they live in colonies inside the 

reamlands, away from most other races, and away from the certain death they would find in the mundane 
world, were they unable to flee to the relative peace of the Dreamlands.  Ghouls have found the god 
Mordiggian in the Dreamlands, and venerate him above all for his mastery of the dead. 
 

D
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Gugs 
 

 
 
 Once a violent race, at desperate war with the underground Ghasts, the Gugs have escaped their 
anishment beneath the Black Vaults, and begun to reform their cyclopean cities on the surface of the 
reamla

 

b
D nds.  Away from their underground prison hives for 3 generations now, the Gugs have begun to 
acclimatize themselves to the daily life the Dreamlands has to offer those who dwell in it peacefully.  Gugs 
worship the Nameless Mist.  It is notable that the Nameless Mist is merely another avatar of the god 
Nyarlathotep. 
 

Moonbeasts 

 
 
 Though they are spawned from a vile race of slavers and torturers, the Moonbeasts that choose to 
take up residence in the Dreamlands have given up the ways of their race, at their own peril.  Knowing that 
a life of peaceful existence is not an accepted choice in their race, they realize that they are always in 
danger of being found and hunter by their ‘pure’ Moonbeast brethren.  The Moonbeasts have taken to
helping the Gugs rebuild their cities, in exchange for their protection.  The Moonbeasts in the Dream

 
lands 

ave kept their worship of The Crawling Chaos, patron god of their race, even in exile.  Again, it is notable 
at The Crawling Chaos is yet another avat

 

Nightgaunts 
 

h
th ar of Nyarlathotep. 

 
 
 A servitor race by nature, the nightgaunts are creatures of mundane space, called to the 
Dreamlands by races in need of flighted creatures.  Though they function as servitors of mundane gods, 
they worship the Haunter of the Dark, who has appeared in both the Dreamlands, and the mundane w
The Haunter is another avatar of Nyarlathotep, but is not aware of this fact. 

orld.  
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H s uman
 

 
 
 Humans in the Dreamlands are an enigma – it is unsure as to whether they existed in the 
Dreamlands prior to mundane humans learning to dream, or if the opposite is true.  One truth is evident, 

owever – the humans are a powerful race, and have built a great many things in the Dreamlands.  
Colonies, cities, and kingdoms, the hu ds since time unimagined, and it is 

eorized that many of the gods of the amongst the human race.  The 
umans of the Dreamlands follow Hastur, known for its’ adherence to the universal tenets of entropy and 

laisez-faire, neither of which can take permanent hold in the Dreamlands.  Though an accepted following, it 
is rumoured as well that the worship of Hastur began in jest, and has become a cultural keystone over the 
aeons.  Hastur’s true form is unknown – he is merely signified by The Yellow Sign. 
 

Men of Yib 
 

h
mans have existed in the Dreamlan
 mundane world were born here, th

h

 
 
 The Men of Yib are a flabby, ugly little race.  Green-skinned and froglike, the Men of Yib have an 
unseemly appearance that facilitates their keeping to themselves in one massive city near the Nameless 
Lake, in the westernmost portion of the Dreamlands.  While other races may find them repulsive, their 
protection is assured by their god, Bokrug.  Most of what is known about Bokrug has been passed on as 
hearsay and tales, but stories of his wrath in the mundane world are legendary, as Bokrug has been credited 
with not only the sinking of Atlantis, but the Biblical Flood as well.  His power is absolute, and his 
protection is peerless. 
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Character Scale (peaceful Races) 
 

 

 
Figure 15 Peaceful Races Size Scale 
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Gods of the Dreamlands 
 

 
Figure 16 Dreamlands Gods 
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Enemies and Obstacles 
 

Overview 
 

Environmental Puzzles 
 
 For the most  the environment 

an ugh temples, and 
scape from enemy encampment situations through use of proper paths and switches.  Nothing exotic – the 

games’ core mechanic is the combat, and we don’t want to break it too much by stumping our players.  An 
example of a more ‘environmental’ oriented mission entitled ‘The Dhole Problem’ follows the ‘Enemy 
Forces’ section to elaborate on how a mission primarily outside of combat would work. 
 

Enemy Forces 
 
 The most common enemy faced by Morrigan will be ‘strong male’ archetypal characters; the 
player will be dealing primarily with power fantasy here, so Vikings, barbarians, knights, ‘tormented 
brooding antiheroes’ and the like.  In addition to this, female fantasy tropes will be highlighted as well – 
‘catwoman’ dominatrix characters, ‘chainmail bikini’ fantasy women, and other figuratively male-created 
visions of female ‘power’ will be the general enemy types faced. 
 
 To offset the more human-based enemy types, there will also be fantastic creatures to help set the 
fantasy tone more than just the human-esque foes. 
 
 

Wolves  
 

 part, the environmental puzzles will reference navigation through
d audio cues.  This may include platforming elements, mazes throwith help of visual 

e

 
 
 he wolves that inhabit the Dreamlands are not the wolves that walk among the wild in the 
mundan d – they are a race of hunters, that prey on all they perceive as ‘lower’ than themselves, 
whether rger or smaller.  The ego of the wolf inside the Dreamlands is growing – there have been 
rumours of men being attacked by wolves lately, which can only mean the race as a whole is creating an 
illusion  greater worth within them, and stalking more deadly prey. 
 

T
e worl
 la

of
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Dimensional Shamblers 

 
 
 Walking in and out of ‘reality’, the Shamblers are able to hunt outside the protection most gods 
offer.  In this, their favoured prey are cats, as the worship of Bubastis is limited almost completely to the 
Dreamlands, and her power rarely extends any further.  When they do visit the Dreamlands, Bubastis 
maintains that her followers steer clear of the Shamblers, though most cats want war against this brutal, 
intangible race. 
 

Race of the Dead 
 

 
 

A race of humanoid creatures that resemble animated skeletons.  They are tricksters and deceivers, 
and they frequently deal in trade around the Dreamlands, bringing goods from other mundane worlds.  In 
the mundane Earth, they have ingratiated themselves into myths of many societies, and are even celebrated 
by some of the mundane peoples of Earth.  They walk amongst men during this festival, and often take 
them back to the Dreamlands and sell them as slaves. 
 

Ghasts 
 

 

 
 
 Ghasts are the Dreamlands equivalent of Ghouls – except instead of attempting to escape the 

orld they were spawned in, the Ghasts revel in being shunned as outcw
num

ast.  In addition to this, the great 
bers the Ghasts are comprised of makes them a threat to any who would oppose them.  As almost a 

boon to the Dreamlands, the Ghasts are damaged by the atmosphere of the world above, and are almost 
completely confined to the Black Vaults.  Unfortunately for the remaining Gugs in the Vaults, they prey 
almost exclusively on them, and whoever else uses the Vaults to travel between the mundane worlds and 
the Dreamlands. 
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Succubi/Incubi 

 
 
 The ‘demon races’ of the Dreamlands are an anomaly, in that they use the Dreamlands as a hidi

lace, of sorts, and ha
ng 

ve reformed parts of the Dreamlands to bring mundane humans into, to continue their 
harade.  They have convinced o ‘Hell’, and use this to cull 

favours from them.  In this, they s, and use them as slaves to 
erpetuate the myth of suffering and damnation in their ‘Hell’. 

 

Byakhee  
 

p
c mundane humans that they are bringing them t

 also prey upon the humans of the Dreamland
p

 
 
 The Byakhee were created inside the Dreamlands, as a servitor race to the Gugs, prior to their 
banishment.  However, when the Gugs were banished to the Black Vaults originally, the Byakhee were not, 
and were freed to roam between the angles of mundane time and space.  This process proved to work, but 
the Byakhee returned, and with newfound viciousness and intelligence.  They began to build warrens 
beneath the surface of the Dreamlands, and do until this day, preying on those who use the warrens to 
traverse the Dreamlands. 
 

Centaurs 
 

 
 
 Centaurs came to the Dreamlands when the Faerie races left the mundane Earth, as they were 
being driven out by the same disbelief that killed most of the Gods of that time.  However, unlike the god
they chose not to die out peacefully, and have brought their hatred of the mundane races with them to the
Dreamlands.  They consider themselves to be at war with the human races, and hunt them regularly. 
 

s, 
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The Dhole 
 

 
 

The Dhole is a creature of gigantic scale that burrows bene  the Shifting Plains in the 
reamla

 

le has never been seen above the Plains, 
ut it is rumoured to be over a kilometer in length and a quarter that in girth.   

 
Why it is trapped only beneath  live in the Dreamlands, 

ut a blessing, as well – without the Plains acting as a cage of sorts, The Dhole would have access to the 
entirety of the Dreamlands, making them effectively uninhabitable. 

 

 

 

 ath
D nds, but has never been seen outside of the Plains.  Known to be the feral, animalistic remains of a 
once-great leader who attempted in vain to join his consciousness with the long dead race of Bholes, The 
Dhole is now trapped beneath the Shifting Plains, and will hunt any who cross them.  In the character scale
chart, it is integral to note that the ‘Dhole’ model is merely a single one of its’ many tentacled mouths that 
it probes the surface of the Plains with.  The entirety of The Dho
b

 
b

 the Shifting Plains is a mystery to all who
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Character scale (enemy forces) 
 

 

 

 
Figure 17 Enemy Forces Scale Diagram 
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The Dhole Problem 
 
 In having a monster of such titanic size in th ame, it becomes obvious that The Dhole will not 
be a single, face-to-face encounter like the other creat es and enemies in the game world.  In this, The 
Dhole will comprise an entire level, wherein Morriga ust cross the Shifting Plains, and avoid The Dhole 
at all costs.  An example of how The Dhole level wou  work follows. 
 
 Morrigan leaves the town of Sigfreuds’ Rest he must make her way across the Shifting Plains 
quickly, so she can head off a great incursion of Byakhee in an adjacent level.  The Shifting Plains are the 
fastest way to
 

From the outset, she is told by the people of Sigfreuds’ Rest that The Dhole responds to sound, 
movement, and smell, all based on the ground.  She takes this advice to heart, and begins the trek across the 
Plains. 
 
 After roughly a minute of exploration, to give the player a good look at the environments of the 
Plains, Morrigan hears the first rumblings from beneath, as The Dhole has detected her above.  If the player 
chooses to either slow their movement, or stop altogether, the rumblings will go quiet, and eventually, The 
Dhole will move on (give the player 3 seconds for the rumblings to subside, 5 seconds for them to 
disappear entirely).  This will be the introduction to how The Dhole detects the player, and how they avoid 
it. 
 
 From here on out, if the player attacks, runs, or jumps, The Dhole will detect her, and move to the 
area she is in, causing the rumbling to start.  If the player stops their actions, then The Dhole will begin its’ 
disappearing cycle, discussed previously.   
 
 However, if the player continues their actions, a fight will ensue.  The Dhole will bring one of its’ 
tentacles to the surface, and begin to hunt the player.  The Dhole’s hunting tentacle has 200 hit points (once 
again, this number may be altered during playtest and number tweaking), and is not affected by any of 
Morrigan’s Offhand effects or Finishing Moves; it may only be dealt damage by normal attacks. 
 
 The Tentacle will swipe the ground blindly, and do a pullback/dive attack combination.  In the 
pullback/dive attack, the player will be able to deal extra damage to the Tentacle if they position 
themselves close to an immobile object, such as a cliffside, a large boulder, or other objects of this type in 
the Plains.  When the Tentacle descends on its’ dive attack, if the player is standing in front of an object of 
this type and moves/jumps out of the way, the Tentacle will crash into that object, and be stunned for 2 
seconds, and also sustain 20 damage.   
 
 Once defeated, the Tentacle will retreat back underground, and The Dhole will cease hunting for 
20 seconds.  This should give the player enough time to heal and damage done by the Tentacle, and enough 
time to continue exploration of the surrounding area. 
 
 The Tentacle attacks ar d knocks Morrigan 
backwards 4 character lengths, w knocks Morrigan back2 
character lengths, and leaves her stunned on the ground for 1 second.  The Swing attack has a short window 
in which it telegraphs, as the tentacle will tense, then slowly swing back parallel to the ground before 
swinging quickly forward.  The Pullback/Dive telegraph is even greater, as the tentacle points directly at 
Morrigan, and pulls back high in the air pointed at her, then stops for a half second before diving in.  These 
attacks telegraph so long before executing because of their high damage and high character effect, offering 
the player the opportunity to dodge them and conceivably survive an encounter with The Dhole. 
 
 After Morrigan has navigated the Shifting Plains (meeting one Peaceful Race who have made their 
homes in trees, and charge her with defeating at least 2 tentacles), the end is in sight.  In this, the ‘boss 
encounter’ of the level will take place.  Over the horizon will be the destination the player was originally 
sent to help, already overrun with Byakhees.  A great cloud of the creatures will be hovering over the city, 

e g
ur
n m
ld

.  S

 get to her destination, so they must be traversed to meet this threat. 

 

e heavy damage – the Swipe deals 15 damage, an
hereas the Pullback/Dive deals 20 damage, 
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as they raze it to the ground. e scouting the edges of the 

fting Plains, and spot Mor ent, they attack Morrigan. 

acles to help defeat the Byakhees.  
he Dho

city will begin to move 
wards th

Dhole; with a great rumbling, the Shifting Plains begin to tear open, as The Dhole begins to surface 
r the larg

sn’t stop for any longer than 5 seconds at a time (to engage in a large combat encounter, for instance), 
e destru

defeated. 

 However, a dozen stragglers from this party will b
rigan before she can escape their sight.  In that momShi

 
 Though a few Byakhees by themselves wouldn’t be a problem, 12 at a time present a challenge, 
and the sounds of combat will bring The Dhole close, as well.  The boss encounter will involve Morrigan 
fighting the 12 Byakhee to the death, while trying to not only avoid the Tentacles that spawn due to the 
sounds and intensity of the combat encounter, but perhaps using the Tent
T le is hungry, and doesn’t care what gets in the way of its tentacles.  It will destroy anything in the 
path of its attacks, and Morrigan may use this to her advantage during the fight. 
 
 Once all but two of the Byakhee have been dispatched, the cloud over the 
to e combat zone – Morrigan has been found out.  As part of the fight, a great cloud of the Byakhee 
will begin to descend, and attempt to kill Morrigan.  They have lost their reason in bloodlust and the frenzy 
of demolishing the city.  At this point, the great deal of noise generated by the Byakhees becomes too much 
for The 
fo est meal of his life! 
 
 As the ground begins to tear open, Morrigan must escape from the scene – this part of the Shifting 
Plains is about to be annihilated due to The Dhole in a chaotic state never before seen, and the innumerable 
Byakhee that are about to be consumed.  Morrigan must escape through the cloud of mad Byakhee, and 
make her way to the city they have just leveled in the distance.  As long as the player keeps moving and 
doe
th ction will remain behind her, and The Dhole will keep emerging, consuming large mouthfuls of 
Byakhee while obliterating the Plains around him.  This entire encounter should play almost as more of an 
interactive cinema event, and should last no longer than 30 seconds before Morrigan escapes the scene, 
leaving The Dhole sated, and the Byakhees 
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The Game World 
 

Overview 
 
 The game will be set in a fantastic ‘dreamworld’ style setting.  On the included map, our 
adventure will take place between the Lomar mountain range, and the Nomad Lands to the south of those 
mountains. 
 

Underground Warrens 
 
 The Dreamlands have been populated by many different races for countless aeons.  In this, not just 

e surfa

ers 
 where they entered from.  Seaward travelers, 

owever, and those leaving the city of Siegfreuds’ Rest can find their way through to the interior without 
ny problems.  This makes Siegfreuds’ Rest unique in the fact that it can never be assailed from the 

 this natural defense allows them to instead focus on the naval defensive forces.  This 
uds’ Rest to be the most popular hub of import trading, primarily due to its widely-

nown safety and security from landward raiders that roam the Dreamlands.  The people of Siegfreuds’ 
est use this to their advantage, and have grown rich from their endeavors as the largest social and cultural 

stop in the Dreamlands.  There are those Dreamers who insist that one day, the Shifting Plains will be 
negated, and the people of Siegfreuds’ Rest will pay for their arrogance dearly when this happens. 
 

The Deep Mountains 
 
 Rising above the Inland Rivers, the Deep Mountains are filled with the lowest human and 
otherworldly elements around.  Criminals, vile races, and others who stumbled into the Dreamlands 
escaping from their crimes have made the Deep Mountains their home, and defend it like animals. 
 

Mountains’ Heart 
 
 Within the Deep Mountains lies the Mountains’ Heart.  It is in this place that only the most 
apathetic and entropic dwell.  At this level, the darkness is absolute – both within, and without.  There are a 
series of bridges and small huts setup along the edges of the underground cliffs that drop endlessly, but 
below that line, nothing remains. 
 

th ce has been populated.  The underground warrens carved out by long gone residents have been left 
as a reminder of the eternal nature of the Dreamlands.  The Warrens are traversable, and will bring a person 
to most every place in the Dreamlands, and even some places that have yet to be charted by Dreamers. 
 

Shifting Plains 
  
 The Shifting Plains are an anomaly in the Dreamlands.  Though their vast expanse rests against the 
sea, they only lead away from the sea, never towards.  Upon entering the Plains from the landside, travel
ind themselves inexplicably directed back to the placef

h
a
landward side, and
lso allows Siegfrea

k
R
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Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Map of the Dreamlands 
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The Physical World 
 

Key Locations 
 

• Open plains.  Wild horses, tall grasses, and savage tribes inhabit the plains.   
• Deep mountains.  Wildcats, mists and snow, the mountains are only for the heartiest of 

souls, and uninviting at best.  The p fect retreat for the worst criminal specimens to find 
repose from the law, and the justice ey deserve.  Tread carefully in the deep mountains, 
as they also have a hear

• Heart of the mountains.  connected by tunnels that were 
scratched out in ages past by long dead races whose legacy is the horrors they unearthed 
through delving too deep. 

• Underground Warrens.  Close, claustrophobic tunnels, close enough to the surface of the 
Dreamlands that they are overrun with roots, dirt, and small rodents.   
 

Travel 
 
 The player will be situated in each environment from level-to-level, and will not navigate the 
world between the staging areas.  They will ‘travel’ from place to place via cut scenes and level changes. 
 

Scale 
 
 Each level that takes place in open areas should have a viewable area of at least a half-kilometre, 
to offer the player the illusion of a large, open world.  On the converse, the indoor areas should be 
claustrophobic and close, to put forth the feeling of foreboding and danger, even as a mythical character. 
 

As well, the Shifting Plains playable level will be larger than most, to accommodate the Dhole 
encounter.  While the entirety of The Dhole will not be revealed until the end of the encounter (see “The 
Dhole Problem”, after the Enemy Races entry), the area will need to be large enough to not only 
accommodate that encounter, but a large area of exploration as well. 
 

 

er
 th

t that can be entered 
  Vast, scattered caves are
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Musical Scores and Sound Effects 
 

Overview 
  
Thi
 
 

So

 
Ambient and licensed heavy metal music will be the target for the soundtrack and world sounds. 

s has been covered in the Features section under Feature (V).  

und Design 
 

SFX 
 
 e y ‘c e, see the battle 
scenes in the Lor ngs films.  For am cifically, see the scene ‘Escape from 
Rohan’ in The Two Towers, in which charac rcs on Wargs, and the dead silence just 

rior to the battle scene, and the metal/flesh sounds immediately thereafter. 

ffects, and extremely harsh, ‘close in’ sounds.  Since the combat is the primary focus in the game, this is 
where most of our sound effects should go.   
 

oundtrack). 

V r  r nchy’, hardcore combat sounds are going to be essential.  For referencu
d of the Ri bient reference spe

ter Legolas spies O
p
 
 Combat sounds should all be over the top – clashy, clangy, crunchy and heavy.  A lot of Foley 
e

Music 
 
 This feature covered extensively in the Feature Details section under Feature Detail V 
(S
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me Interface – Menus” Appendix 
 

Screen Flow Diagrams 
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Figure 19 Front End Screen Flowchart 
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Front End Overview

 
 
 

 
 
  

Continue first? 
  
 The option to ‘Continue’ is first in the list, as the player experience should be able to be reached 
adequately within 3 button presses, with the optimal situation being a player can ‘mash’ their way to the 
game.  In that, the Continue option is first in the list due to the fact that it brings the player directly to the 
‘Continue’ options screen, which in turn has the players’ most recent Manual Save as the first option.  
Hence, a returning player would only have 2 button presses to return to their most recent saved game.  
Right beneath the most recent manual save is the most recent Autosave that was made by the system.  In 
this case, if the player realizes their most recent manual is at an earlier point than the most recent Autosave, 
they have the ability to press ‘Down’ once, then press the assent button once.  In this, we maintain within 
the ‘3 clicks to play’ mentality. 
 
 Please note, the ‘Continue’ option will NOT be present unless there is at least one save file on the 
system already for the game – in this, the first time player will not be confused with the option to 
‘Continue’ on their first playthrough. 
 

 

New Game 
 
 The ‘New Game’ option will bring the player directly to the opening cinematic of the game, and 
then drop them into the player experience as soon as that has completed.  If there is currently not a save file 
for the game on the system, the game will create an autosave immediately after running the opening 
Cinema, which will in turn allow the ‘Continue’ option to be selected on the next playthrough, even if the 
player does not create a manual save.  This will assuage the frustration of having to sit through the opening 
cinema if the player has already done this once and had to leave the system for any reason.  This isn’t to say 
that our art team isn’t going to create the best intro cinema possible in the medium, but this could be a burr 
in a lot of peoples’ sides if we didn’t include it. 
 

 

Extras 
 

This will not be unlocked until the player has started completing the ‘World Renown & Followers’ 
tasks set for them in-game.  In addition to receiving abilities and skills in the game itself, unlocking these 
in-game will also unlock both lore and imagery (both concept and rendered models) of the races and Gods 
within the game under the ‘Extras; menu.  In addition, once the game has been completed once, the player 
may return to this menu and view any cinemas that they have unlocked during the course of play, either one 
at a time, or in sequence. 
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Game Interface – Wireframes” Appendix “  
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 20 Main Menu Wireframe 
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Figure 21 Continue Screen Wireframe 
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Figure 22 Options Screen Wireframe 
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“Competitive Analysis” Appendix 
 

Obviously, the major competitor in this field is the God of War series.  In addition to that, the Tomb 
Raider series will most likely be a competitor as well.  Another consideration may be the title ‘Heavy 
Metal: FAKK2’ released on PC in the early 2000’s, as it will most likely be used as a water mark for the 
character type (add to this the fact that we are utilizing the model for the key protagonist of that game as 
well). 

 
As a short competitive analysis, consider the following –  
 
God of War – the lead role character is a classic male archetype of ‘tormented antihero’, and the core 

mechanic of the game revolves around gory combat.  While this works extremely well, The Girl of Your 
Dreams will bring not only bring a character more rooted in the ‘real world, with relatable, real world 
issues, but will also have a brutal combat system, which will focus more on one-on-one encounters, as 
opposed to the broad, sweeping ‘screen clear’ combat that has made God of War popular. 

 
Tomb Raider – though long cited as a strong female lead in the world of video games, Lara Croft has 

been criticized in games media and popular media as being more of a pandering figure, as the developers 
increasingly abused her figure as a sales point for their title.  In recent years, the character has been toned 
back down to ‘reasonable’ proportions, but not without the mark being made.  With Sarah 
Morgan/Morrigan, the player will not only have a real world character to ground themselves in the story, 
but a strong, non-sexualized avatar with which to play through the game with.  Utilizing the trappings of a 
Valkyrie to give Morrigan more sufficient, realistic covering and refusing the pander will be strong points 
in creating the duo as a single, powerful female character. 

 
Heavy Metal : FAKK2 – a quiet, under the radar PC game, FAKK2 utilized Julie Strain, our lead 

model for Morrigan, as their own inspiration (the game being based upon a comic in which she was the 
model for the lead character as well).  Once again, however, FAKK2 relied heavily on the sexualization of 
the protagonist to spur sales.  The Girl of Your Dreams will, once again, present the figure of strong 
femininity, without going overboard on either sexuality or overt feminist messaging to the player. 

 
Brutal Legend – cited primarily for the audio feel and combat experience.  Where Brutal Legend 

brings the player a simple one-to-one combat experience in control of the main character, The Girl of Your 
Dreams will offer the same simple controls, but with a depth added by the use of differing weapon styles, 
and the combinations involved in those when used in conjunction with the OFFHAND button. 

 
 In short, The Girl of Your Dreams gives the player a brutal, close combat experience that 
integrates different fighting styles and offhand combinations with a protagonist portrayed as a strong, 
feminine model in lieu of the standard ‘muscle-bound’ male dominant model, or over sexualized female 
model.
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“ esource/Research” Appendix 
 
Wikipedia Pages (basic reference for clarity of content) 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valkyrie (content character) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigmund_Freud (content setting) 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Strainhttp://  (inspiration protagonist) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_Bisley (inspiration visual) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luis_Royo (inspiration visual/protagonist) 
 
Film 
 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0082509/ (Heavy Metal, 1981) (ref. protagonist – Taarna) 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114614/ (Tank Girl, 1995) (ref. protagonist – Tank Girl) 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090605/ (Aliens, 1986) (ref. protagonist – Ellen Ripley) 
 
Books 
 
‘Heavy Metal’ magazine, various issues (visual/conceptual) 
‘Interpretation of Dreams’, Sigmund Freud, 1899 (conceptual/background) 
‘The S ndman Papers’, various authors, 2006 (reference re:a  female protagonist) 
 
Games 
 
God of War, Sony Santa Monica, 2005 (combat styles, action) 
Tomb Raider, Core Design, 1996 (iconic female role, sexist) 
Metroi  series, Nintendo R&D1, 1986-present day (iconic female role, ambiguous) 
Half-L

d
ife 2, Valve Corp., 2004 (iconic female role, non-idealized) 

Bayonetta (demo), Platinum Entertainment, 2009 (combat flow) 
 
Other 
1 ession, further observation, Academie Duello (http://www.learnswordplay.com hour s ) 
The works of Howard Philips Lovecraft (world setting/races/gods) 
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